Optimal determination of right ventricular filling dynamics in systemic hypertension.
To determine the optimal method of normalizing peak filling rate (PFR) determinations and apply it to the assessment of right ventricular (RV) and left ventricular (LV) filling characteristics and their interactions, 41 subjects with hypertension and 40 matched normals underwent echo-Doppler and nuclear study. Conventional normalization of PFR to end-diastolic volume (EDV) yielded poor correlations between nuclear- and echo-derived PFR (RV, r = 0.34; LV, r = 0.42), whereas nuclear and echo PFR normalized to stroke volume (SV) were closely correlated (RV, r = 0.87; LV, r = 0.92). Further, use of PFR normalized to SV revealed to close relation between RV and LV filling characteristics. Multivariate analysis confirmed that, in contrast to normalization to EDV or early to late filling-velocity ratios (E/A), peak filling rate normalized to SV was independent of ejection fraction and heart rate. In addition, RV filling impairment was related to LV filling impairment, and the effects of hypertension eliminated the independent influence of age on both LV and RV filling. In conclusion, normalization of PFR to SV may be preferable to use of EDV or E/A in evaluating RV and LV filling dynamics.